The children have overwhelmed me this week with their brilliance. We have had beautiful assemblies
which have been led by the children and they have shared their versions of Holy Week with us and we
ended the term with Year 5 sharing the most wonderful version of the Stations of the Cross with the
school community. It was a stunning performance and I was proud of each and every child for the way
they performed and shared in that beautiful re-enactment. We wish Mrs Wright and Mrs JD luck int
heir new roles and we are thrilled to be welcoming Mrs Bonnett back into Year 3 and Mr Evans into
Year 4 for this summer term with us.
Have a wonderful Easter. Mrs Wilson - Head Teacher

Stations of the
Cross

Attendance
Dates for the Diary

29/04 Year 3 & 4 Swimming
3.30-4.30pm – Kwik Cricket
Stations of the Cross at
3.30-4.30pm - Sewing Club
Our Lady’s at 12 noon
3.30-4.30pm - Y6 booster classes
on Good Friday.
30/04 3.30-4.30pm - Rounders
Everyone welcome.
3.30- 4.30pm - Gardening Club
There will be drinks and 03/05 3.30-4.30pm - Athletics
3.30-4.30pm - Y6 booster classes
hot cross buns in the hall
04/05 9.15 – Celebration Assembly
afterwards

Our attendance target is 96%
This week:

Reception
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Whole school

86.7%
98.6%
94%
96.4%
96.8%
92.9%
99%
95.5%

Whole school since September
94.5%

Maths Challenge
Year R- Quiet Koala and Calvin the cow each have the same amount of fruit. If you add their amounts
together they have the same as Walt. Walt has 8. How much does Quiet Koala and Calvin the cow
have? Answer – 4
Year 1 and 2- Simon puts his hand in his pocket and pulls out some money. He has 5 different coins.
What are the highest and lowest totals which he could have? Answer - 38p, £3.80
Year 3 and 4- A rectangle tile’s length is three times the height. If I put two rectangles together, on the
floor, the length is 18.6cm. What is the perimeter of a single tile? Answer - 24.8cm
Year 5 and 6- One kilogram of cheese costs £5.60. Jane buys 350g of cheese. How much does she pay?
Answer - £1.96
Challenge: Frank has three times as much money as Molly. After Frank spent £60 and Molly spent £10
pounds they have an equal amount. How much money did Frank start with?
Answer - Molly £25 Frank £75

Swimming
Year 3 & 4 will be
swimming next term.
First swimming session
will be the first day back
after the Easter break,
29th April. Please ensure
your child/ren remember
their swimming kits

Historic Pear Tree
This week the children helped Mr Croft plant a sapling of the
historic Cubbington Pear Tree. The original tree has stood for over
250 years and was voted English Tree of the Year 2015.

Thank You
I wanted to take this opportunity to say
thank you to all of the
parents/carers/family members who have
supported all of the different Lenten
fundraising activities that the children have
organised. It has been wonderful to see the
children bringing their ideas to life and we
have raised a wonderful amount of money
for Myton Hospice. Total amount raised
and the class who raised the most will be
revealed after Easter.

Holy Week
As we are not in school during Holy Week next
week we have reminded ourselves of that
important week and the journey Jesus took to
the cross this week through assemblies and
Station of the Cross which have been led by the
children.

